
The Workshop Meeting of the Board of Fire Commissioners was held on Wednesday April 1, 

2015 in the office of the Board of Fire Commissioners.  This meeting has been properly 

advertised according to the State of New Jersey Sunshine Laws.  

 

 

ROLL CALL 
Commissioner McCann (here)     Commissioner Coucoules (here) 

                            Commissioner Stout (here)            Commissioner Simone (here)  

                                                         Commissioner Vannoni (here)  

 

Attendees: Local 3249 Shop Steward F. Reiss, Local 3249 President K. Kemery  

 

1. There was a presentation by “Power DMS” for the Board.  The program, which is under 

consideration, will allow all training, policies, directives and events to be accessed online 

by each member of the Fire Company as well as the Career Staff.   

 

2. Discussion on the LOSAP program, and the questions surrounding the vesting portion of 

the program.  

 

3. Blackwood Fire Company member James Cape is back to service.  

 

4. Discussion on scheduling a Special Meeting on April 29, 2015 to meet with Skip Bean 

from Henry Bean Insurance to discuss the Workman’s Comp Insurance as well as any 

other insurance questions the Board may have.  

 

5. Discussion on new policies which have been issued tonight.  The Right to Know will now 

become the responsibility of the Senior Firefighter.  There were a few policies that were 

rescinded such as the copier log, the phone log, the restriction on the fill up time for the 

apparatus, and the policy on the electronic time clock.    

 

6. Discussion on the Training Budget line item, and if the Board would like to increase the 

line item in the next Budget or to limit the number of people who will be approved to 

take the class,  as the EMT class costs have increased to $2,000.00 per person.  Fire 

Science classes are reimbursed, but a larger discussion is needed on the subject.  

 

7. The Bureau of Fire Prevention now has a Twitter account in which a Safety Tip of the 

Day will be posted.  

 



8. Chairman Vannoni stated the Chief Vannoni and the Line Officers are requesting that o 

all apparatus be outfitted with backup cameras. He suggested having the FAM look into 

the cost and what would be involved in installing it.  

 

9. Commissioner Stout stated the Fire Company lease has not changed, but he is waiting 

for the Fire Company to let him know what the bank is requiring of them to acquire a 

mortgage for the reconstruction project at Station # 1.  It will then be determined by the 

Board if the lease needs to be amended.    

 

10. Chairman Vannoni stated a new tablet computer has been purchased for the Ladder, 

and right now it is trial to see how it performs. It would be a much cheaper option than 

the tuff book.  There has been a glitch, and that is getting active 911 on it.  They are 

currently working with Iron Compass to try and get the active 911 operational.  

 

11. Discussion on Station #2, such as the door canopy needs to be installed and the Station 

needs a new flag pole. It was stated the compressor is not hooked up and the airline 

needs to be re-done.  Commissioner Coucoules stated FAM Jones has a high reach 

there, so he would suggest doing it now, so the high reach can be utilized.  

 

12. Chairman Vannoni said there may be some updates to the harassment policy.  

 

President Local 3249 K. Kemery stated the Harassment Policy is a negotiated policy.  

 

13. EZ Passes:  The Board still must look into the cost of the EZ Passes, and it was noted by 

Chairman Vannoni that District # 6 has a government issued credit card account, and he 

will look into how they obtained it.  

 

14. Discussion on Meeting protocol and the length of time the public can speak at the 

meetings.  It was suggested that this subject be brought up to Solicitor Carlamere to get 

his input on the subject.  

 

15. Discussion on a Maintenance Plan and what will transpire with the upcoming retirement 

of FAM Jones. It was stated a decision must be made soon.  Commissioner Coucoules 

stated he asked FF W. Prendergast to shadow FAM Jones so he would be able to do 

small repairs once FAM Jones retires.  The question was asked if anyone had contacted 

Public Works to get a quote from them to maintain the repairs to the apparatus upon 

FAM Jones retirement. It was also stated that each Board member should review the 



Civil Service description of a Firefighter to see what they are permitted to do.  The 

question was also raised about staffing.  

 

16. Discussion on a Drug & Alcohol Policy, and Chairman Vannoni would like to have Cooper 

Hospital come in and give the Board a presentation on their program at the June 

Workshop.  

 

17. Chairman Vannoni stated the Chief is forming a Truck Committee, and Commissioner 

Coucoules will be the representative from the Board.  It was also stated that they would 

like FAM Jones on the Committee, and he would have to be compensated for his time.  

 

18. Discussion on the Grievance Hearing April 27, 2015.  The 2 topics will be :  

A. The portable radio grievance.  

B. Harassment grievance.  

 

19. Discussion on the overage of the Uniform Balances for the Career Staff for the year 

2014.  The balances where determined by FF F. Reiss, and the bill for $670.00 that lead 

to the overages was not well documented, and did not show the  exact quantities 

ordered.  The subject will be brought up at the Labor Management Meeting tomorrow.  

 

     Motion by Commissioner Stout, second by Commissioner Simone to pass a resolution to go 

into Closed Session to discuss Contract/ Personnel issues.  

 

ROLL CALL 
                                    Commissioner McCann (yes)       Commissioner Coucoules (yes)  

                                    Commissioner Stout (yes)             Commissioner Simone (yes)  

                                                                 Commissioner Vannoni (yes)  

 

Meeting called back to order.  

 

The topics of discussion contracts and personnel will remain closed as no decisions were made 

at this time.  

 

With no further business to discuss, motion by Commissioner Coucoules, second by 

Commissioner Simone to adjourn. All in favor, motion carries.  

 

DATED:  April 1, 2015  

 



BY:____________________________________________ 

      Michael Simone, Secretary  

 

 

 

 

 


